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                    What do I aspire to become? 
Well, to my thinking it is clear that I have dreams and aspirations and that I am 
trying my best to work for it. But I know that you curious minds might wonder; 
What is it that I really wish to become in he future? What do I really want to do 
with my life? I can assure you that I clearly know what I’m doing with my life and 
how I want to achieve my goals and I want to elaborate it to you. My purpose to 
give you a brief understanding of what my aspirations are and also quite possibly 
to confuse you with it. 

When someone usually asks me this question, I often give myriad of different 
answers to different people. To some I tell that I want to be an international lawyer, 
to some I say an entrepreneur, or possibly a writer? a poet? Or an artist?  But is that 
really true? Is that all that I aspire to become. The answer to it is quite simply a big 
‘NO’. I have plans, it isn’t just that by being an international lawyer I can bring 
justice and change into this world. It is quite possible that in the due course of 
studying law, I take cooking lessons and become a master chef or join an art club 
and then start my career in arts. I could possibly do a diploma in International 
relations and become a diplomat or maybe I wish to become a member of the 
Parliament. Would that be in India or Abroad, well you would never know until I 
achieve my goals. It is possible that I publish books and become an author. But 
what type of books? What type of genre? It really depends on the trends of 
tomorrow. 

In this bizarre world, where speed and time go hand in hand, I try my best to cope 
up with the speed so as to not fall short in achieving my goals. But my goals are set 
to change with the dynamic time. I might even have a job which doesn’t exist 
today, a job which could exist possibly in the future. So once again what are my 
aspirations? Well I’ve not used a time machine and only God knows the future so 
only time will tell. Till then stay curious!           



 


